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PAPER
Mixer-Based Washing Methods for Programmable Microfluidic
Devices

Yifang BAO†a), Nonmember, Shigeru YAMASHITA††b), Senior Member, Bing LI†††c),
and Tsung-Yi HO††††d), Nonmembers

SUMMARY When we use a Programmable Microfluidic Device
(PMD), we need to wash some contaminated area to use the chip for further
experiments. Recently, a novel washing technique called Block-Flushing
has been proposed. Block-Flushing washes contaminated area in PMDs
by using buffer flows. In Block-Flushing, we need to keep a buffer flow
from an input port to an output port of a PMD for a long period to dissolve
residual contaminants. Thus, wemay need a lot of buffer fluids and washing
time even if the contaminated area is small. Another disadvantage of the
washing method by Block-Flushing is such that we may not able to clean
residual contaminants at valves completely by only buffer flows. To address
the above-mentioned issues, this paper proposes a totally new idea to wash
PMDs; our method does not use buffer flows, but washes contaminated area
by using mixers. By using a mixer, we can dissolve residual contaminants
at valves in the area of the mixer very efficiently. In this paper, we propose
two methods to wash PMDs by using mixers. The first method can wash the
whole chip area by using only four times of a single 2x2-mixer time. We
also propose the second method which is a heuristic to reduce the number of
moving valves because valves may wear down if they are used many times.
We also show some experimental results to confirm that the second method
can indeed decrease the number of used valves.
key words: programmable microfluidic devices, washing, mixer

1. Introduction

Programmable Microfluidic Devices (PMDs) [1], [2] have
emerged as a new architecture for next-generation flow-based
biochips. A PMD can be dynamically reconfigured to exe-
cute different bioassays flexibly and efficiently by appropri-
ately opening or closing two-dimensional regularly-arranged
valves. During execution of a bioassay or between the execu-
tion of multiple bioassays, some areas on the PMD become
contaminated and must be cleaned similar to the conven-
tional biochemical experiments [3].

Because a PMD can be dynamically reconfigured to
perform various types of experiments, we need to wash
a PMD after some experiments to use contaminated area
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again. It has been proposed to flush contaminated area by
buffer flows to wash a PMD. Specifically, a washing method
has been proposed [4] for traditional flow-based biochips.
Recently, a washing algorithm dedicated to PMDs called
Block-Flushing [5] has been proposed. Although it is natu-
ral to wash flow-based biochips by using buffer flows, there
are potential problems in the previous washing methods.

First, we need to keep a buffer flow for a certain time
to dissolve residual contaminants along with the flow. This
may be efficient if the contaminated area is almost the whole
chip. However, suppose the contaminated area is very small
and at the center of the chip; it is obviously wasteful of
time and buffer liquids to keep a long buffer flow crossing
the entire chip for a certain time. Second, when we keep a
buffer flow for a certain time to wash a chip, we keep every
valve open/close; we do not move valves. Thus, we may not
able to wash residual contaminants at valves by only buffer
flows although we can surely wash cells by buffer flows.

Our contribution. Considering the above-mentioned
issues, we propose a totally new approach to wash PMDs.
Our approach has the following two features.

• We consider to wash valves while the previous methods
consider to wash cells.

• We utilize mixers to wash valves while the previous
methods use buffer flows.

Our approach can clean both cells and valves, and thus
we can naturally solve the problem such that there may be
residual contaminants at valves after cleaning a PMDby only
buffer flows. Also, we can expect that our methods need less
amount of buffer fluids than the previous methods to clean a
PMD chip because our methods do not need to keep a buffer
flow for a certain time unlike the previous methods.

We present two concrete methods to use mixers for
washing PMDs. The first method can finish washing a PMD
for at most 4 times of 2x2-mixing time with additional time
to load buffer fluids, and thus the method should be very ef-
ficient in terms of processing time compared to the previous
methods. However, the first method may open/close valves
many times; it may not be good if we consider the current de-
vices such that some valves may wear down after using many
times. So, we propose another method which opens/closes
valves less frequently than the first method. We compare
the two methods by using randomly generated benchmarks,
and confirm that the second method indeed can decrease the
number of opening/closing valves in total.

Copyright © 2022 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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This paper is organized as follows. After providing
necessary information for PMDs in Sect. 2, we propose our
idea to use mixers to wash PMDs in Sect. 3. We also propose
two methods based on our idea in the same section. Then,
Sect. 4 shows the experimental result to compare the two
methods in terms of the total number of used valves. Finally,
Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminary

In this section, we provide necessary information for PMDs.

2.1 Programmable Microfluidic Devices (PMDs)

Figure 1(a) shows the model of a PMD; it consists of two-
dimensionally arranged cells. There is a valve between two
adjacent cells. Thus, as Fig. 1(b) shows, each cell is sur-
rounded by four valves. We can place input ports and output
ports at any cell around the surroundings of a PMD. Then,
we canmake a flow path dynamically from an input port to an
output port by opening or closing each valve appropriately.

For example, in Fig. 1(c), yellow valves are opened,
and green valves are closed. Then, we can have a path
from the input port “In” to the output port “Out”; by adding
air pressure, we can make a liquid flow as the blue line in
Fig. 1(c). Thus, we can transport fluids into a PMD, and also
we can get fluids out from a PMD.

We can also mix fluids in a PMD. For example, Fig. 2
shows so-called a “2x2-mixer” consisting of 2x2 cells. When
we open and close horizontal and vertical valves in the mixer
alternatively as Fig. 2, a circulating flow occurs; we can mix

Fig. 1 (a) a PMD (b) a cell and valves (c) making a flow path.

Fig. 2 A 2x2-mixer.

the fluid in the mixer. Thus, we can make a mixer dynam-
ically at any place in a PMD. Indeed, by opening/closing
some valves appropriately, both the transportation and mix-
ing functions can be implemented dynamically, as shown in
the videos in [6], [7].

2.2 Washing PMDs by Flushing Operations

After some operations are executed on a PMD, some ar-
eas on the chip become contaminated. In order to wash
the contaminated area, a buffer flow is applied to flush the
contaminants. We explain how we can wash PMDs in the
following by using an example as shown in Fig. 3.

Let us suppose that the red cells as shown in Fig. 3(a)
are contaminated after performing some experiments. To
wash the cells in the red region, previous works consider to
make a buffer flow from “In” to “Out” (the light blue line
in Fig. 3(b)) to flush the contaminants in the red cells. To
do so, we need to keep the buffer flow for a certain time
until we dissolve residual contaminants in the red cells. We
do not know the exact necessary time to dissolve residual
contaminants for a specific case. However, we can consider
that it may be wasteful to keep a long buffer flow across an
entire chip for some time if we want to clean only few cells.

3. Proposed Methods

In this section, we first discuss some potential problems of
washing PMDs by flushing operations. Then, we explain our

Fig. 3 Washing a PMD by a buffer flow.
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Fig. 4 Notations used in the proposed methods.

idea to use many mixers simultaneously to wash PMDs. To
utilize our idea, we propose two concrete methods, but we
would like to note that we can consider other methods based
on our idea.

3.1 Potential Problems ofWashing by Flushing Operations

As we mentioned in the previous section, we usually wash
contaminated cells by a buffer flow. This seems to be a
very natural way, but we consider that there are two potential
problems as follows.

• We need to make a buffer flow from an input port to
an output port of a PMD for a long period to dissolve
all residual contaminants in the chip. Thus, we may
need a lot of buffer fluids and washing time even if the
contaminated area is small.

• If we only consider to wash cells, we may fail to clean
some contaminated valves. For example, suppose the
red cells and the orange valves in Fig. 3(a) are contam-
inated after performing some experiments. Then the
previous works consider to wash contaminated area by
buffer flows. For example, we may use a buffer flow
as shown as the light blue line in Fig. 3(b); we close
the green valves in the red region in Fig. 3(b), and in
such a case we cannot clean all the green contaminated
valves in the red region at the same time because they
are closed.

3.2 Problem Formulation: Cleaning Valves with Mixers

To address the above-mentioned problems, we propose a
totally new idea to wash PMDs; our method does not use
buffer flows unlike previous methods, but washes contami-
nated area by usingmixers. By using amixer, we can dissolve
residual contaminants at valves and cells in the mixer very
efficiently in terms of the necessary amount of buffer liquids.

Our problem formulation is as follows.
Input. We are given a set of contaminated valves in a PMD.
Task. Our task is to determine which mixers in the PMD

should be used to wash all the contaminated valves.
For example, after performing the experiment as shown

in Fig. 3(a), the red valves in Fig. 3(a) may be contaminated,
and our problem is to wash these red valves. Note that the
red cells in Fig. 3(b) are also contaminated, but we do not
need to consider the contaminated cells in our method; we
consider only valves in our method because the red cells in
Fig. 3(b) can be washed automatically when we wash the red
valves in Fig. 3(a) by mixers.

3.3 Method 1: Cleaning with 2x2-Mixers

We explain our first method which washes a PMD by using
2x2-mixers. To explain the method, let us introduce some
notations to denote valves by using Fig. 4(a). We classify
valves into two types: a valve is called vertical or horizontal
if it is placed in a vertical or horizontal direction, respectively.
For example, the yellow and the dark blue valves in Fig. 4(a)
are vertical and horizontal valves, respectively. Then, as the
figure shows, the lower left vertical and horizontal valves are
denoted by v(1,1) and h(1,1), respectively. Then, a vertical
(horizontal) valve is denoted as v(i, j) (h(i, j)), if it is placed at
the (i, j)-positions from v(1,1) (h(1,1)) as shown in Fig. 4(a).

In our first method, we classify 2x2-mixers into the
following four types by the index of the left horizontal valve
h(i,i) in mixers.

Type 1 if i and j are both odd numbers.
Type 2 if i and j are both even numbers.
Type 3 if i and j are even and odd numbers, respectively.
Type 4 if i and j are odd and even numbers, respectively.

For example, the blue 2x2-mixer in Fig. 4(b) is Type 1 be-
cause its left horizontal valve is h(1,1). In the same figure, the
green 2x2-mixer is Type 3 because h(2,1) is the left horizontal
valve in the mixer.

Now we are ready to explain how our first method de-
termines the necessary 2x2-mixers to wash the given set of
valves.

Step 1: Select Type 1 mixers which contain at least one of
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Fig. 5 Method 1: cleaning with 2x2-mixers.

the contaminated valves. Remove valves covered by the
selected mixers from the set of contaminated valves. If
the set becomes empty, we finish the procedure.

Step 2: Select Type 2 mixers which contain at least one of
the contaminated valves. Remove valves covered by the
selected mixers from the set of contaminated valves. If
the set becomes empty, we are done.

Steps 3 and 4: We select Type 3 mixers at Step 3, and
Type 4 mixers at Step 4 in the same way as Steps 1
and 2. Note that the set of contaminated valves should
become empty after Step 4 even in the worst case.

Note that all the mixers of the same type can be per-
formed at the same time. Therefore, our method can finish
washing a PMD for at most 4 times of 2x2-mixing time with
additional time to load buffer fluids. In our problem for-
mulation, we do not consider the loading time because the
loading time would be much smaller than the necessary time
to perform a mixer to dissolve residual chemicals in valves
and cells [1].

For example, when we want to wash the red valves in
Fig. 5(a), at Step 1 we select five Type 1 2x2-mixers as shown
in Fig. 5(a). Then, the remaining contaminated valves are as
shown in red in Fig. 5(b). Thus, at Step 2, we select the
three Type 2 mixers as shown in Fig. 5(b). After that we
select Type 3 and Type 4 mixers as shown in Fig. 5(c) and
(d), respectively.

Note that if we change the order of types of mixers to
select, the total number of mixers may become different. To
consider such orders is out of the topic of this paper; we
consider that would be one of our future work.

Fig. 6 Comparison between 2×2-mixers and a 2×5-mixer.

Algorithm 1 Method 2: Cleaning with Mixers of Various
Sizes
Require: ContaminatedValves: the set of contaminated valves.

CleaningMixerList = empty
2: while ContaminatedValves is not empty do

Select the mixer with the largest CE value. . If there are more than
one mixer with the largest CE value, select the largest mixer.

4: Add the selected mixer to CleaningMixerList.
Remove valves washed by the selected mixer from
ContaminatedValves.

6: end while

3.4 Method 2: Cleaning with Mixers of Various Sizes

If we close and open a valve many times, the valve may
wear down [8]. Thus, we want to minimize the switching
activities of opening/closing valves. To tackle this problem,
we introduce a notion called “Cleaning Efficiency (CE)” in
the following paragraph.

Suppose we want to wash the red valves in Fig. 6(a). If
we wash them by using 2x2-mixers, we need to use four 2x2-
mixers as shown in Fig. 6(b). Each 2x2-mixer opens/closes
four valves to clean two valves. In such a case, we say the
Cleaning Efficiency (CE) value of the mixer is 2/4 (= 1/2)
because it washes two valves by moving four valves.

Sincewewant to decrease the number ofmoving valves,
we want to use a mixer whose CE value is large. To wash
the red valves in Fig. 6(a), we can use a 2x5-mixer as shown
in Fig. 6(c); the CE value of the mixer is 8/10. Indeed the
total numbers of used valves are 16 and 10 in Fig. 6(b) and
Fig. 6(c), respectively; we consider it is better to use a 2x5-
mixer for this example.

Themethod proposed in Sect. 3.3 uses only 2x2-mixers,
so it may use a mixer whose CE value is only 1/4 in the worst
case. Thus, in order to use a mixer with a large CE value, we
propose our second method to use mixers of various sizes
in the following. Our second method is a simple greedy
heuristic as described in Algorithm 1.

For example, when we want to wash the red valves in
Fig. 7(a), we select mixer B in Fig. 7(b) as the first mixer
because the CE value of mixer B is 100%. Note that we
show only some of rectangular mixers whose CE values
are large in Fig. 7(b). After selecting mixer B, we update
ContaminatedValves, and then we update CE values of mix-
ers based on the updated ContaminatedValves. Next, we
select mixer A as the second mixer based on the CE values.
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Fig. 7 An example of cleaning with mixers of various sizes.

Table 1 Comparison of the cleaning efficiency between the two methods.
Test ] Contaminated ] Used Valves Cleaning Efficiency (%) CPU time (ms)

Valves Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2
Ex. 1 20 52 24 0.38 0.83 29 29
Ex. 2 25 72 36 0.35 0.69 27 32
Ex. 3 22 64 40 0.34 0.55 26 36
Ex. 4 31 88 42 0.35 0.74 27 32
Ex. 5 20 48 28 0.41 0.71 28 35
Ex. 6 27 72 46 0.38 0.59 27 38
Ex. 7 30 88 42 0.34 0.71 27 35
Ex. 8 31 84 54 0.37 0.57 39 45
Ex. 9 30 80 50 0.38 0.60 31 35
Ex. 10 33 96 54 0.34 0.61 29 47
Ex. 11 40 104 58 0.38 0.69 28 40
Ex. 12 51 128 80 0.40 0.64 30 50
Ex. 13 45 128 70 0.35 0.64 30 43
Ex. 14 46 120 62 0.38 0.74 30 43
Ex. 15 42 112 64 0.38 0.83 29 44
Average 33 89 50 0.37 0.67 26 34.2

We continue this procedure until ContaminatedValves be-
comes empty. Note that the CE value of a mixer may change
after we select one mixer. For example, the CE value of
mixer A is 13/14 and 12/14 before and after selecting mixer
B, respectively.

In our method, we only consider rectangular mixers.
However, any closed loop may be used essentially as a mixer
in a PMD. Therefore, it would be interesting to consider
complex shapes formixers to clean PMDswith fewer number
of moving valves.

4. Simulation Results

As mentioned above, our approach is totally different from
the previous methods, i.e., Block-Flushing [5]. Because
we do not use buffer flows, we can expect that our method
can perform washing by less amount of buffer fluids than
Block-Flushing. Also, our method can explicitly wash con-
taminated valves which are not considered in the previous

works. Thus, our approach would be a new and efficient
strategy to wash PMDs.

Therefore, we do not need any experiment to compare
our approach with the previous methods. However, it is not
obvious how our proposed two methods differ. Thus, we
show some simulation results to check the CE values by the
proposed two methods, namely, Method 1 (Cleaning with
2x2-Mixers) described in Sect. 3.3 and Method 2 (Cleaning
with Mixers of Various Sizes) described in Sect. 3.4.

We manually generated 15 experiments on a 10x10
PMD. Then, we applied two proposed methods to select
mixers to clean the contaminated valves for the 15 test cases.
The experimental results are shown in Table 1. The sec-
ond column shows the number of contaminated valves to
be washed. The third and the forth columns report the to-
tal number of valves in the selected mixers by Method 1 and
Method 2, respectively. Thus, the fifth and the sixth columns
show the average CE value among all the mixers to wash by
Method 1 and Method 2, respectively. The program was
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implemented in C++, and run on Windows 10 (Intel Core
i7-6700HQ @ 2.60GHz). The CPU time (ms) to determine
all the mixers by Method 1 and Method 2 are reported in the
seventh and the eighth columns, respectively.

InMethod 2, we need to enumerate all the possible rect-
angles. To do so, our current implementation is very naive;
our method simply generates lines for connected contami-
nated valves, and then enumerate rectangles which contains
at least one of those lines, and we try from the rectangle with
the highest CE value as described in Algorithm 1. However,
since the PMD chip size is not so large, we expect that this
naive implementation may not need much CPU time, which
was indeed confirmed by the experiment. As for the com-
parison between Method 1 and Method 2 in terms of the
CE values, we confirm that Method 2 is much better than
Method 1.

As for the washing time, we consider that Method 2 is
comparable to Method 1 by the following reason. If there
is no overlap between two mixers, we can perform the two
mixers at the same time. Thus, for most cases, many mixers
obtained byMethod 2 can be performed simultaneously. For
example, the total necessary steps to use mixers simultane-
ously is only two for the example in Fig. 7. Indeed the total
necessary steps to use mixers by Method 2 is two or three in
our experiment. Thus we consider that Method 2 is compa-
rable to Method 1 in terms of the necessary time although
a larger mixer should need more time than a 2x2-mixer to
wash cells and valves.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a unique idea to wash a PMD
by using mixers whereas previous methods wash PMDs by
buffer flows. By utilizing our idea, we expect that we can
wash a PMD faster and with much less amount of buffer
fluids. Also our approach can clean residual contaminants
at valves completely unlike the previous methods.

Based on the idea, we propose two methods to wash
PMDs by using mixers. The first method is based on only
2x2-mixers, and it can wash even the whole chip area for
only four times of a single 2x2-mixer time. We also propose
the second method which is a heuristic to reduce the number
of moving valves.

We consider that there are some rooms to improve both
methods. For example, as for the first method, the efficiency
of washing becomes obviously different by the order of types
of mixers to select. Thus, we should consider the order in
our future work. As for the second method, we only con-
sider rectangular shapes for mixers. In PMDs, we can make
mixers of different shapes. To consider various shapes for
mixers could improve the second method. Because we do
not know exactly howmuch time and howmuch buffer fluids
are needed to clean a PMD chip for a specific case, we cannot
provide a quantitative comparison between our method and
Block-Flushing in this paper. Thus, to analyze the perfor-
mance of our mixer-based washing strategy quantitatively by
measuring experimental data on a real PMD chip is left to a

future work.
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